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Simulation studies of controllers for battery thermal management
system with multi-thermoelectric modules
Abstract. In this paper, an simulated investigations for the modified lithium-ion battery thermal management system using PID, as well Null-Space-based
Behavioral (NSB) controllers were presented. This work sought to keep the battery life at its optimum temperature using low power. We used
thermoelectric modules with collaborating controllers to minimize the electricity consumed during the cooling process. Comparing to PID, NSB controller
achieved the reduction of consumed power of 20%, faster temperature return to the set point, and a more uniform controlling the temperature of the
battery cells.
Streszczenie. W niniejszym artykule przedstawiono wyniki symulacyjnych badań nad zmodyfikowaniem systemu zarządzania temperaturą akumulatora
litowo-jonowego z wykorzystaniem regulatora PID oraz regulatora behawioralnego typu Null-Space (NSB). Celem pracy było utrzymanie żywotności
baterii w optymalnej temperaturze przy niskim poborze mocy. Wykorzystano moduły termoelektryczne z dedykowanym sterownikiem dla zmniejszenia
zużycia energii elektrycznej podczas procesu chłodzenia. W porównaniu do PID, zastosowanie regulatora NSB umożliwia redukcję pobieranej mocy o
20%, szybszy powrót temperatury do wartości zadanej oraz bardziej równomierne sterowanie temperaturą ogniw akumulatora. (Badania symulacyjne
kontrolerów systemu zarządzania temperaturą akumulatora z modułami multi-termoelektrycznymi)

Keywords: thermoelectric module, electric vehicles, battery thermal management system
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Introduction
Transportation represents 26% of the total energy
consumed [1]; huge amounts of CO2 emissions are
produced from vehicles. Electric vehicles (EV) are expected
to increase from around 5% of global car sales to more than
60% by 2030 [2, 3]. The technology of electric vehicles is
well-known, only batteries are needed to be improved in
terms of safety, reliability and lifespan. Most of these
problems are associated with the heat generationdissipation in charging and discharging of the battery [4].
The battery capacity, power, self-discharge, thermal
runaway and electrical balances are all problems need to
deal with to improve batteries. The non-uniform temperature
distribution highly affects the performance and lifespan of
the batteries [5, 6]. Different types of high energy power EV
batteries are tested, such as nickel-metal-hydride (Ni-MH),
lithium-ion (Li-ion), lithium-titanate and proton exchange
membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs). Such batteries are used in
pure electric vehicles, hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) and fuel
cell electric vehicles (FCEV) [7, 8]. The most used batteries
in EVs are Li-ion batteries, due to their energy density. Heat
dissipation issue is a main problem in lithium-ion batteries; it
affects power, life and safety of the used battery [9].
Researchers dealt with the cooling problem of Li-ion
batteries in different ways, air or liquid forced convection
heat transferred were used to cool down the battery cells
[10], the non-uniform temperature distribution is treated by
phase change material to dissipate the max power, as in
[11-13]. Phase change composite materials offer passive
protection at low weight and cost while minimizing system
complexity for a Li-ion pack batteries for small electric vehicles
[14]. Liquid metal, nanofluids and ammonia were all used to
reduce the temperature of the batteries to keep it at about its
optimum operation condition; all studies were able to dissipate
the heat at a certain time and reach the range of optimal
working conditions of the batteries even as low as 7 °C if
required [15-17]. Heat dissipation configurations are also
analyzed at different levels, the series cooling and parallel

cooling. It was found, that the parallel configuration makes
better temperature distribution in the battery [18, 19]. Double
copper mesh-phase change material plate heat dissipation
method provides an efficient solution for the thermal
management of rectangular battery modules. At high
temperature and discharge rate conditions, HEV and plug-in
electrical vehicles (PEV) batteries may not work normally,
unless they are matched with an effective battery thermal
management system (BTMS) [20]. To build an accurate BTMS,
solid state cooling is favorited for its controllable heat
dissipation and low temperature may reach. Solid state cooling
depends on thermoelectric modules (TEMs) adjusted on the
battery boundaries and forced air circulation [21]. Recently, the
researchers started concentrating on using TEMs as the heat
dissipation device; mathematical modeling, numerical solution
and simulation using ANSYS 17 have been performed [22-24].
To have accurate temperature throughout the battery,
controllers must be included. Microcontroller based
thermoelectric cooler was proposed, achieving fast and
reasonable cooling [25].
Higher battery life and performance are achieved around
the operating temperatures 20−40 °C. Li-ion batteries produce
heat while charging and discharging due to enthalpy changes,
electrochemical polarization and resistive heating inside the
cell. This prevents the battery temperature from achieving
optimal conditions, leading to a shorter lifespan of batteries
and lower performance. Different types of BTMS based on the
cooling method are used: air cooling and heating, liquid
cooling and heating, composite phase change and
thermoelectric systems [26-30].
Recent experiments applied TEM for BTMS [31]. Traditional
experimental systems consist of heating source for simulating
the battery heat generation during charging and discharging,
surrounded by cooling fluid which absorb the heat generated,
then pumped into a heat exchanger attached with the cold side
of TEM. Such systems consume power in running the electrical
pump and in TEM cooling power. To reduce the power
consumed during the BTM process, multi-TEMs were attached
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directly to the battery liquid tank, and controlled by a NullSpace-based Behavioral (NSB) controller [32].
The goal of this work was to keep the battery at its
optimum temperature using low power. To achieve it, the
thermoelectric modules with collaborating controllers to
minimize the electricity consumed during the cooling process
was implemented.
a)

TEM, controller and sensors as shown in Figure 1. The
battery box was divided into six compartments (zones); each
compartment was attached with a TEM. The TEMs (Figure 2)
are solid state semiconductor devices, with no moving parts;
which makes them rugged, reliable, and quiet. TEMs are
environmental friendly alternative to vapour-compression
refrigeration. They can be extremely compact and allow
precise temperature control (< ±0.1 °C) with precise current
supply. TEMs have the best coefficient of performance at a
specified current. It can be controlled by different methods to
minimize the energy used, such as PID controller [33], NSB
controller [34] or other.
Mathematical model
To perform the mathematical model of the system, the
battery box was divided into six zones, as shown in Figure 1b,
each zone has the following governing equations.
General energy conservation:
𝐸

𝐸

𝐸

𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑡

For each compartment from 1-6 as:

b)

Fig. 1. System used in battery thermal management: a) battery box
with TEMs, b) battery box top view divided into six zones
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where: 𝜌 – density, V – volume, 𝑐 – specific heat at constant
pressure, T – temperature, t – time, R – thermal resistance, Q
– heat generation, ∞ – ambient, 1…6 – compartments, c –
cooling surface of the TEM, w – wall, conv – convection.
Equations (1–6) represent the energy conservation in
each compartment neglecting the top and bottom surfaces for
insulation and no direct contact of fluid in the box respectively.
To calculate the heat transfer from the thermoelectric
elements; TEM equations are used:
(7)
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the thermoelectric cooler: P, N –
junctions, 𝑇 – cold side temperature, 𝑇 – hot side temperature,
𝑄 – heat absorbed from the hot side, 𝑄 – heat rejected at the cold
side of TEM

where: 𝛼 – seebeck coefficient, 𝐼 – compartment current, Tih –
hot surface temperature, Tic – cold surface temperature, k –
thermal conductivity, 𝑅 – TEM resistance, 𝑅 – overall
resistance from the hot side, 𝑅 – overall resistance from the
cold side.

Methodology
The methodology based on cooling lithium-ion battery
using multi-TEMs with the assistance of a NSB controlling unit
to minimize the energy consumed during heat addition or
removal from battery. The BTMS consists of a battery box,

The TEM used is TEC1-19908 and its characteristics are
validated experimentally [40]. The TEM characteristics are 𝛼
≅ 0.088 V/K, R ≅ 2.38 Ω and 𝐾 ≅ 0.8889 W/K. Battery tank
is 20×30×10 cm filled with water. Its assume, that each zone
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has two TEM that are electrically connected in parallel, with
maximum input current equal to 4 A.
Equation (7) and (8) written for each compartment in the
battery box from i = 1 to 6. The Li-ion battery energy
generation is given by:
(11)

𝑄

𝐼

𝐸

𝑉

𝐼 𝑇

where: 𝐼 – the battery current, 𝐸
potential, V – the cell potential.

where:
𝑇

(15)

The desired temperature is 𝑇 𝑡 . Starting from the desired
temperature values and the corresponding 𝜎 𝑡 , the set of
the task functions is found by:
𝜎

(16)
–

the open circuit

⎡
⎢1
⎢1
⎢ 0
⎢ 0
⎢ 0
⎢0
J=⎢ 0
⎢0.4
⎢0.4
⎢0
⎢0
⎢0
⎢0.1
⎣0

(17)
Control philosophy
NSB are a controlling scheme used in many applications
such as multi-robotic formation control [35]. The NSB uses
multiple behavioral tasks; the NSB is able to fulfill or partially
fulfill each task according to their weight and priority [36-40].
Each task has value obtained as a function from the actual
system states. The tasks variables are formulating a task
space called Null-Space. Each system task has its own
desired value that the system should maintain. Errors in the
task level will be translated to controller behavioral
commands. These control commands will be transformed
back to actual system input commands. Referring to the multithermoelectric system used for BTMS; the basic concepts of
the NSB are recalled by defining 𝜎 as the task variables that
formulate a task space to be controlled:
𝜎

𝑓 𝑇

(13)

𝜎

𝑣

𝐽 𝑇 𝑣

– the configuration-dependent task Jacobian
where: J ∈ 𝑅
matrix, 𝑅 – the system temperature changes.
Notice that m depends on the number of thermoelectric
modules. As shown in Figure 5, the thermoelectric modules
will act at differential level by inverting the mapping in
equation (13). The proposed tasks 𝜎 𝑓 𝑇 constitute a
collection (total zones average temperature). The difference in
temperatures between the neighbor’s zones and the average
between the neighbor’s zones are found by the following
equation:
(14)
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According to the control schematic diagram in Figure 3,
the system error signal is found in the task space level as:
𝐸

(18)

𝜎

𝜎

where: E – the error value in the task space (Null space).
𝜎

(19)

𝐸 𝐾

where: K – the controller weight or gain matrix.
𝑣

(20)

where: T ∈ R – the zones temperatures that are the system
state space level, with the corresponding differential
relationship:

𝐽 𝑇

where: 𝐽 – the Jacobian matrix found as in equation (17).

Note that accurate identification of V and dEoc/dTb as a
function of temperature and state of charge is a timeconsuming laboratory work [30]. With the known TEM
properties and current supplied, equations (7) and (8) are
solved for Tih and Tic substituted back into equations (1) to
(6) to find dTi/dt for controlling process.

(12)

𝑇 ,𝑇 ,𝑇 ,𝑇 ,𝑇 ,𝑇

𝐽∗ 𝜎

∗

where: 𝐽 – the (pseudo)inverse.
It must be properly computed according to the dimension
and the rank of the task Jacobian matrix. Then, the 𝑣 will be the
control command (TEMs current in this case) sent to the TEMs.
Simulation program
To solve the system predefined in Figure 1, governed
by the system equations (1–6), with the battery load
described in equation (11), a MATLAB program was
created to solve equations (7) and (8) for 𝑇 and 𝑇 for
each zone, then back substituted in equations (1–6) to find
the change in temperature with respect to time for each
zone within the battery system. The temperature change
with respect to time was then integrated to give the new
temperatures; these temperatures were then used to
control the BTMS either by the PID or NSB control
schemes. The NSB control scheme (Figure 3) is compared
to PID control scheme in Figure 4.

Fig. 3. The NSB controller diagram
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Fig. 4. The BTMS based on PID controller schematic diagram

Fig. 5. MATLAB/Simulink using PID controller

Fig. 6. MATLAB/Simulink using NSB controller

The new temperatures found from integrating the dTi/dt
were supplied to the PID controller shown in Figure 5. The
PID controller block uses the input temperatures with the
given set point (15+273) °C to manipulate the zones
temperatures individually, so each zone has its own control
loop. The PID controller parameters are 𝐾
10, 𝐾
0.1 and
0. The NSB controller uses a behavioral base
𝐾
mechanism to generate the task value, as shown in Figure 6,
before it is resubstituted into the MATLAB program.
Results
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed NSB control
system for BTMS, the simulation results for PID and NSB
controllers were obtained using MATLAB/Simulink, which is
considered as an effective software product in system
engineering. The system initial temperature is set to 15 °C
and surrounding temperature to 25 °C. At time 2000 s it is
assumed, that zone 2 has been affected by a step heat
generation within it equal to 70 W. This step heat generation
increases the temperature of the zone and affects all other
zones. The steady state temperatures and currents of all
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zones are presented in Table 1. It shows lower current
consumptions using NSB controller, and much real
temperatures in zones.
NSB controlling scheme allows for accurate behavioral
control of the required task by relating the task with other
variations in the system. A comparison between the power
consumed to eliminate this heat generation using PID and
NSB controllers is shown in Figure 7.
Table 1. Temperature current results during disturbance period at
time 4000 second
Zone

PID
o
temp., C

1
2

PID
Volts

PID
curr., A

NSB
o
temp., C

NSB
Volts

NSB
curr., A

15.00

2.78

0.64

14.88

3.47

0.83

15.16

13.97

4.0

15.38

12.02

3.37

3

15.00

2.15

0.47

15.03

1.55

0.31

4

15.00

2.35

0.52

14.79

3.79

0.91

5

15.00

2.58

0.58

14.93

3.07

0.72

6

15.00

2.81

0.58

15.18

1.72

0.35
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Freezing case
Figure 10 shows the freezing case the ambient
temperature is 0 °C, and in the time 2000 a disturbance heat
is active until 6000 second. It shows better energy
consumption with NSB over the PID. The current in Table 2
shows negative signs; this is due to the heating functionality
of the TEM.

Fig. 7. Total power consumed in all zones using PID and NSB
controllers

From Figure 7 it is clear, that the NSB controller uses
power lower of 20% to control all the zones, that results in a
better BTMS. Whereas the total current has been reduced
due to the voltage difference and temperature difference
between both cases. Figure 8 and Figure 9 shows the
temperature variation in all zones versus time for both NSB
and PID, respectively. The temperature of the NSB controller
scheme is 0.8% higher than PID controlling scheme due to
the collaborative mechanism. Its temperature returns to the
set point in a faster time and shows a uniform variation. This
uniform variation and quick return time results in a lower
power consumption of NSB controller. Note that one penalty
of using such method is that, there is a temperature variation
occurred in the other zones. However, these variations will not
have a negative effect since the lithium-ion battery is working
on a temperature range 15–40 °C. Hence, it is acceptable to
have a slightly lower temperatures deviation.

Fig. 10. Total power consumed in all zones using PID and NSB
controllers with freezing ambient temperature
Table 2. Temperature current results with freezing case during
disturbance period at time 4000 second
Zone
1
2
3
4
5
6

PID
o
temp., C
15.00
15.53
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00

PID
Volts
-3.64
5.43
-3.09
-3.09
-3.64
-3.64

PID
curr., A
-0.79
1.67
-0.65
-0.65
-0.79
-0.79

NSB
o
temp., C
14.88
15.27
15.03
14.84
14.91
15.13

NSB
Volts
-3.03
4.08
-3.60
-2.03
-3.26
-4.23

NSB
curr., A
-0.63
1.28
-0.77
-0.39
-0.69
-0.93

From the Figure 10, the energy consumption of NSB
controller is 22% less, compared with PID controller. It worth
to note that the TEM at zone 2 show positive volts and
current direction since a disturbance heat source is active at
this zone, thus the system still needs cooling.

Fig. 8. The temperature variation in all zones versus time with NSB
controller

Fig. 11. Power consumption for both PID and NSB controllers
at zone 2 with 25 °C ambient temperature
Fig. 9. The temperature variation in all zones versus time with PID
controller

Power consumption
The power consumption for both PID and NSB controllers
has been investigated with disturbance load. Figure 11 shows
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that the NSB controller consumes lower power than PID
controller until the disturbance load reach a maximum at
almost 75 W, where the current consumed by the TEM
reaches its maximum value of 4 A. At this stage the PID
controller becomes better than NSB, because the TEM is no
more able to exceed the allowable current. Table 3 shows the
temperature and current results for freezing case with
disturbance heat load 150 W, which exceeds the maximum
current at zone 2.

[4]

[5]

[6]

Table 3. Temperature and current results with freezing case during
disturbance period at time 4000 s and 150 W disturbance at zone 2
Zone
1
2
3
4
5
6

PID
o
temp., C
15.00
18.80
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00

PID
Volts
8.15
13.86
2.15
7.59
2.58
2.58

PID
curr., A
2.17
4
0.4698
2
0.58
0.58

NSB
o
temp., C
13.85
17.79
14.98
13.93
14.61
15.85

NSB
Volts
10.92
13.89
-0.89
14
4.87
-1.40

NSB
curr., A
3
4
-0.32
4
1.21
-0.44

Conclusions
In the simulation research, a NSB controller for EVBTMS has been implemented to control the cells
temperatures for longer life and safe operation of the EV Liion batteries. The NSB controller uses different behavioral
patterns to control the thermal system, which results in a
highly suitable controlling mechanism for the specified
application. The results of NSB controller compared to PID,
shows: (i) to achieve of 20% reduction in the consumed
power, (ii) faster temperature return to the set point, and (iii)
a more uniform behavior in controlling the temperature of the
battery cells. The method used increases the life of batteries
by keeping them at optimum operating conditions, as well
the life of TEMs used by subjecting them to a lower current,
finally affecting to reduce the energy consumed.
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